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The most advanced social insects, including ter- 
mites, ants, and some species of bees and WW, 
represent an independentty evotved pinnacle of 
colonial life against which human social organiza- 
ttoncanbeusefultycompared. Theyareatso impor- 
tant in ecotogy. being among the dominant smat 
animalsof the terrestrial environment. While explor. 
ing these themes, The lnsecf Societies also treats 
for the first time the unique caste and chemical 

communication systems in terms of the newly 
emerged field of population biology. t-The SSCP 
and the SC/” indicate that this book has been cited 
tn more than 1.560 publications.] 
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Thers are, in my opinion, four pinnacfes of 
social evolution: the colonial invertebrstes, the 
social insects, the highly social vertebrates, and 
the human species. Thesecond group, comprfs- 
ing tannites, ants, and some species of bees 
and wasps, has held my attention since chiid- 
hood. By the age of 16, in Alabama, I had as- 
sembledasizablecollectlonof antsanddecided 
to build a career on their study. Twenty-five 
years later, now a member of the Harvard fac- 
ulty, l look back with a sense of fulfillment on 
many scientific adventures enjoyed in the field 
and laboratories around the world. I participated 
in discoveries in ant systematics (including the 
first Mesozoic fossils), biogeography (leading 
to the development of island biogeography 
theory with Robert H. MacArthur’), caste sys- 
tems (the first reconstructloo of caste evolu- 
tion), and chemical communication (shown to 
be the most complex discovered to that time in 
animals).* 

During that quartercentury, 1949 to 1970, 
entomologists had acquired some remarkable 
new insights in the biology of the social insects. 
We came to understand how castes are deter- 
mined and how caste systems evolved. With the 
aidof William D. Hamilton’s kinselection theory,3 

we also um least in psrt-why the 
systems evolved. And, with the aid of chemical 
mtcmanslysis, we hsd begun to develop a clear 
pidureoftheremarkablemedleyofpheromones 
employed by dffferent castes, the most complex 
chemical communication system known in any 
group of organisms. Finally, we knew much 
more about the ecology of the insects and had 
come to appreciate, in preliminary fashion, the 
ways in which they employ colonial organixa- 
tfon to dominate the terrestrial environment. 

By the late 19608, it was clearly time for a 
synthesis of all this new information. Up to thst 
time, I had enjoyed the thrill of discovery, as 
reported in technical articles. But the urge to 
synthesize was also in my bones. I am a clerk by 
nature; if things have not been put in some kind 
of order, l arow insecure and fretful. The svnthe- -- -_ . 
sisofkno&dgeofsocialinsectswasanimpor- 
tant task to satisfy this idiosyncnscy. To start, 
the literature was scattered through mostly ob- 
scure journals, in several languages, and young 
investigators had a difficuft time even getting 
started. Then, the new information had relevance 
to other fields of biology and offered a provoca- 
tive backdrop for reflection on human sociality. 
Not least, I saw that social-insect studies could 
be integrated with the newly emerged field of 
theoretical population biology. Insect colonies 
are, after ail, just highly organized populations. 
The best ideas from population genetics 
demography, pmdstor-prey models, and so forth: 
can be usefully applied to them, and they are 
poised to feed valuable new information back 
into the mainstream. 

This is what, I believe, The Insect Socfetfes 
accomplished. ft also provided an introduction 
and vade mecum for young researchers and 
helpedsettheagendainthefieldforthenexttwo 
decades. For me personally, it imparted a mo- 
mentum that led to the publication of Sociobiol- 
ogy: TheNewSynthesis, in 197E41nfact, thelast 
chapter of The Insect Societies was entitled 
“The prospect for a unified sociobiology.” En- 
grossed in my own rhetoric, I had to go on. Much 
later, in collaboration with Bert Holldobier, I 
wrote The Ants (1990),’ an updated and more 
detailed account of that largest, most complex 
group among the social insects. 
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